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Abstract
Recent years have witnessed the remarkable development of wireless embedded network systems (WENS) such as
cyber-physical systems and sensor networks. Reliable bulk data dissemination is an important building module in
WENS, supporting various applications, e.g., remote software update, video distribution. The existing studies often
construct network structures to enable time-slotted multi-hop pipelining for data dissemination. However, the adopted
transmission mechanism was originally designed for structureless protocols, and thus posing significant challenges on
efficient structured data dissemination. In this paper, we investigate the problem of structured bulk data dissemination.
Specifically, we propose reliable out-of-order transmission and bursty encoding mechanisms to transmit packets as
many as possible in each transmission slot. As a consequence, the resulting transmission protocol (ULTRA) can fully
utilize each transmission slot and propagate data in the network as fast as possible. The performance results obtained
from both testbed and simulation experiments demonstrate that, compared to the state-of-the-art protocols, ULTRA
can greatly enhance the dissemination performance by reducing the dissemination delay by 34.8%.
Keywords: wireless embedded network systems, bulk data dissemination, structured protocol, transmission
mechanism
1. Introduction
Wireless embedded network systems (WENS) are
composed of a number of low-power embedded devices
which are capable of computing and wireless commu-
nications [1, 2]. WENS have been widely deployed
recently to support Internet-of-things [3, 4, 5, 6]. Bulk
data dissemination is used to distribute a large data
object reliably from a sink node to all network nodes
in WENS, becoming an essential building module for
a variety of WENS systems, e.g., remote software
management [7], security patches [8], reprogramming
[9, 10] and video distribution [11].
The existing studies [12, 13, 14] often employ a
Connected Dominating Set (CDS) structure for bulk
data dissemination. In such a structure, a set of nodes
are selected as core nodes, which are responsible for
disseminating the object to the rest nodes that are one
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hop away from the core nodes. This facilitates the
transmission and sleep scheduling to achieve more ef-
ficient data propagation. Structured dissemination leads
to less broadcast overhead as compared to structureless
dissemination which is prone to the broadcast storm
problem, and hence, offers a good solution for dense
and low-power WENS.
Specifically, a data object is divided into small pages,
each of which consists of a number of packets [12, 13,
14]. Time is sliced into fixed slots, and the slot length
approximates the transmission time of a page. Each
node operates in three types of slots for transmission (T
slot), reception (R slot) and sleep (S slot), respectively.
Then the data propagation is done in a page-by-page
manner: a node starts transmitting the next page only
when the current page is entirely received by all its
child nodes in the structure. The page-by-page design
is motivated by two reasons. First, it enables multi-
hop pipelining. Different pages can be simultaneously
transmitted at different hops, thus reducing the overall
propagation delay. Second, to establish retransmission
and ensure eventual reliability, a bitmap indicating
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the missing packets is carried by a request message
(REQ). The bitmap for the entire object may be too
large for the limited payload length (e.g., 127 octets in
802.15.4 packets). Therefore, the bitmap for a page is
much smaller and can be included in an REQ message.
The eventual reliability is achieved when all pages are
received.
While the above mechanism can roughly establish
reliable page-level pipeline for structured protocols,
it suffers from the following key limitations. First,
the transmission slots are not fully utilized. In cur-
rent dissemination protocols, a node transmits the
packets requested by its child nodes. Although the
slot length approximates a page transmission time,
the slots are rarely full of transmissions since the
requested packets in REQs are often fewer than the page
size. Second, the three-way handshake, which works
in the Advertisement-Request-Data (ADV-REQ-DATA)
paradigm, produces redundant controlling overhead.
The ADV messages are designed for two purposes:
neighbor discovery and new data page declaration.
However, when applied in the structured dissemination,
neighbor discovery is no longer necessary since each
node has fixed parent and children. If we disable
the page-by-page transmission and transmit out-of-
order packets to fully utilize the slots, the data page
declaration is neither necessary.
In this paper, we investigate the transmission for
structured data dissemination and propose a full-slot
reliable transmission mechanism (called ULTRA) for
bulk dissemination, which fully exploit the benefits
of the structure. ULTRA has three salient features.
1) We break the page-by-page transmission manner
and enable out-of-order packets transmission. Instead
of only transmitting the packets within one page, a
node transmits as many packets as possible in each
slot. 2) ULTRA adopts a bursty coding scheme to
fully utilize the transmission slots when there are not
enough native packets during the propagation, which
effectively recovers packet errors without the need of
extra transmission rounds. While the above two designs
greatly improve the data propagation speed, they pose
new challenges in terms of reliability. 3) We propose a
slot optimization model, specifically for the proposed
transmission mechanism to minimize the propagation
delay.
We implement ULTRA in low power wireless em-
bedded TelosB nodes and conduct both testbed and
simulation experiments. The evaluation results show
that ULTRA outperforms the state-of-the-art bulk data
dissemination mechanisms and greatly enhances the
dissemination performance by reducing completion
delay by 34.8%.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows:
• We investigate the limitations of the existing
structured dissemination protocols in WENS and
propose an out-of-order, XOR enabled transmis-
sion mechanism to fully utilize the transmission
slots.
• We propose a slot length optimization model,
tailored for the proposed full-slot transmission
mechanism to further enhance the propagation.
• Based on the above components, we propose a
holistic solution, i.e., full-slot reliable transmission
for structured bulk data dissemination (ULTRA).
Compared to the existing protocols, ULTRA can
fully utilize each transmission slot and greatly
reduces the negotiation overhead.
• We implement ULTRA in both TelosB [15] testbed
and TOSSIM [16, 17] simulation. The perfor-
mance results show that ULTRA greatly outper-
form the state-of-the-art protocols in terms of the
end-to-end delay.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 summarizes the related works and compares
ULTRA with them. Section 3 presents the motivation of
our work. Section 3.2 identifies the design opportunities
for efficient dissemination. Section 4 presents the main
design of the ULTRA protocol. Section 5 evaluates UL-
TRA via testbed and simulation experiments. Section 6
concludes the work.
2. Related Works
The existing bulk data dissemination protocols can
be mainly classified into two categories: structureless
protocols and structured protocols.
2.1. Structureless dissemination
Structureless approaches mainly include Deluge [18],
MNP [19], ECD [20], etc. These protocols employ
three-way handshake and NACKs to ensure reliability
[21, 22, 23], and divide code images into pages to enable
pipelining. Deluge is the default dissemination protocol
in TinyOS [24]. It randomly selects forwarders and
transmit data objects in page-by-page manner. Based
on Deluge, MNP and ECD provide sender selection
algorithms to reduce the number of concurrent senders.
MNP also adopts sleep scheduling by turning off
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the radio if a node fails in sender contention phase.
ECD enables dynamically configurable packet sizes
[25] to further improve the performance. Some other
approaches also employ rateless coding to enhance the
dissemination propagation [26, 27, 28]. The main
difference of these works from Deluge is it transmits
encoded packets instead of native packets. Compared
with structured dissemination, structureless dissemina-
tion requires much negotiation overhead for choosing
better links. As a result, structureless dissemination is
more applicable for sparse networks with highly time-
varying links while structured dissemination is more
suitable for dense networks where negotiation may
cause serious collisions and delay.
2.2. Structured dissemination
Structured dissemination have less broadcast over-
heads as compared to structureless dissemination which
is prone to the broadcast storm problem, and hence
offer a good solution for dense and low-power wireless
embedded network systems. We focus on the structured
protocols, with a specific interest in the transmission
mechanism.
Structured dissemination protocols including Sprin-
kler [12] and CORD [13] typically build a topology
structure, e.g., CDS, before data dissemination, in
which all nodes are divided into two categories: core
nodes and non-core nodes. Each non-core node is
associated with a core node. Data dissemination is
conducted in two phases. First, the sink transmits the
data object to all the core nodes; then each core node
disseminates data to all its neighboring core nodes.
Sprinkler [12] requires geography information and
tends to establish a minimum connected dominating
set (MCDS). The rationale is that by minimizing the
number of core nodes (forwarding nodes), the number
of transmissions can also be minimized.
CORD [12] follows the same principle as Sprinkler
but improves Sprinkler in two ways. First, CORD
considers link quality when constructing the core struc-
ture. It first eliminates the poor quality links, and
then selects the node with the most neighboring nodes
in a neighborhood as a core node. Second, CORD
enables coordinated schedules by employing object
segmentation, page-by-page transmission, and three-
way handshaking. Coordinated schedules divide time
into three fixed-size slots: P, C and Q, for transmitting,
receiving and sleeping, respectively. In slot TX, a
node acts as a parent, broadcasting ADV messages to
inform downstream nodes of its received pages, and
transmits data packets within certain page when REQ
messages are received. In slot RX, a node acts as
a child, transmitting REQ messages when receiving
ADV messages that contain more pages, and then
receives packets from its parent node. In slot S, a
node turns off its radio until the slot ends to save
energy consumption. Note that the three slots have
an equal length. CoCo [14, 29] is a recent structured
dissemination work established on the sleep scheduling
considering link correlation [30]. The key difference of
CoCo from CORD is to comprehensively consider link
characteristics during the core structure construction.
The novelty of the proposed ULTRA protocol:
All these works start the three-way handshake enabled,
page-by-page transmission after the structure is estab-
lished. The transmission, however, as we will discuss
in Section 3, suffers from the slot under-utilization
problem.
Instead of designing yet another new core construc-
tion approach, we aim to facilitate efficient transmission
mechanism that can fully utilize the potential of the
underlying structure. More specifically, we abandon
the widely employed three-way handshake and design
a novel full-slot reliable transmission mechanism (UL-
TRA). Compared to the existing works, the novelty
of ULTRA includes: (1) ULTRA adopts a novel
DATA-REQ paradigm, instead of the ADV-REQ-DATA
handshake, reducing much negotiation transmission and
delay overhead. (2) Besides, the packets are sent in
an out-of-order manner. A sender always tries to send
packets as many as possible to its child nodes, thus the
data object can be pumped into the network as soon as
possible. (3) We design a novel bursty XOR coding, to
fill up the slots when there are not enough native packets
to send. The proposed coding can efficiently recover the
packet losses without the need of retransmission. It is
worth noting that compared to the network coding based
approaches [26, 27], ULTRA has two main differences.
First, while the network coding based approaches can
also occupy the entire slots, they are essentially based
on the page-by-page transmission. The reason is that
only when the receivers have recovered the entire page,
the sender is able to transmit the encoded packets of
the next page. Otherwise, the receiver will be unable
to decode the native packets for further encoding and
forwarding.
3. Motivation and Design Opportunities
In most of the structured dissemination protocols for
WENS, all network nodes first establish an underlying
structure and start dissemination along the structure (for
stationary networks). These protocols exploit various
link characteristics to construct the core structure [12,
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13, 14, 31, 32, 33] and ensure reliability using the
three-way handshake mechanism, where a sender node
first broadcasts ADV messages, declaring its source
ID and the data it can provide. A receiver node
which overhears the ADV will reply REQ messages,
requesting the packets in need. Then the sender will
start data transmission after the REQ messages are
received. Structured dissemination works in a time-
slotted manner, where each node works in the RX-TX-
SLEEP cycle. A node receives packets in RX slots,
transmits packets in TX slots and turns off the radio for
energy efficiency in SLEEP slots.
The representation of the data pages and the re-
quested packets are done by virtue of bitmaps. When
the data object is large, the bitmap will be long and may
exceed the limited packet length of the embedded nodes.
For example, the maximum 802.15.4 packet payload
is 127 octets. However, a data object of 4000 packets
is represented in a bitmap of 4000/8=500 bytes, which
cannot be transmitted in a single REQ packet.
3.1. Motivation
To deal with the problem and enable three-way
handshake, the current dissemination protocols divide
a data object into small pages, and propagates the data
object in a page-by-page manner. As a result, a node
can transmit the packets in a specific page only when it
has received the entire page; And the next page can be
transmitted (is requested) only when the current page
is received by all receivers. This design brings the
following benefits.
• The bitmaps in REQ messages are shortened.
Instead of a long bitmap for the whole image, a
small bitmap for only one page can be enough
to indicate the missing packets. The reliability is
ensured page by page.
• ADV messages can be short. In structureless
protocols, ADV messages are periodically broad-
casted, and it is important to reduce the ADV mes-
sage size. Using the page-by-page transmission,
One number n in the ADV message is enough to
declare that all pages with page numbers smaller
than n can be provided by the source node.
• It explicitly establishes data pipelining by propa-
gating different pages at different hops.
However, the above benefits are mainly for the
data negotiation, which may no longer exist when
applied in structured dissemination because there is no
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Figure 1: Illustration of the page-by-page transmission: The red
numbers denote the wasted transmission opportunities, showing that
some slots are significantly under-utilized.
need for periodic negotiation. Moreover, the page-
by-page transmission poses significant challenges on
improving the dissemination performance. Specifically,
the designs for enabling the three-way handshake often
leads to that many slots are under-utilized and thus the
efficiency of pipelining is greatly reduced. Next we
discuss on the limitations and design opportunities.
3.2. Analysis of Design Opportunities
In this section, we analyze the design opportunities
for structured bulk data dissemination.
3.2.1. Single hop transmission
Figure 1 shows the page-by-page transmission pro-
cess. Suppose the data object contains eight packets
and is divided into two pages (each consisting of four
packets). The slot duration is the transmission time of
an entire page. The percentage beside the links denote
the corresponding packet reception probability. In the
first slot, four packets are transmitted and two packets
are lost. In the second slot, node S retransmits the two
missing packets and one packet is lost. In the third and
fourth slots, node S retransmits the last missing packet.
We can see that eight slots are used to disseminate the
data object. For each page transmission, only the first
slot is fully utilized and much fewer packets are trans-
mitted in other slots. We denote the wasted transmission
opportunities using the red colored fractions under the
slots. It is clear that many transmission opportunities
are wasted especially in Slots 2-4, considering node S
actually has more packets to send in the next page.
3.2.2. Multi-hop transmission
To reduce the ADV size, it is required that a node can
start forwarding a new page only when it has received
the entire page, such that one number n in the ADV
message can indicate that all pages smaller than n.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the multi-hop propagation (node R in Figure
1): three transmission rounds are needed before it can forward the data
to the next hop nodes. The transmission opportunities in first three TX
slots are wasted.
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Figure 3: ADVs are transmitted in each TX slot in current three-way
handshake.
However, the downstream nodes, which have already
received some page fragments, may under-utilize the
transmission slots.
We take into account the same topology as shown in
Figure 1, and focus on the data propagation from R to
its next hop receivers. Figure 2 shows first four rounds
of periodic slots of node R (a round denotes a cycle of
RX-TX-DATA). In the first round, R has received two
packets in the RX slot, but transmits no packets in its
TX slot because it has not received the whole page.
We can see that in the three TX slots before the full
reception of the page, no packets are transmitted to R’s
receivers, although it has already received some packets
for forwarding.
To address the above problems and fully utilize the
slots, an intuitive approach is to directly fetch packets
from the following pages for transmission. However,
under the current framework, if a sender transmits
mixed packets from different pages, its receiver will not
be aware of how many and which packets the sender
has sent. As a result, the receiver will be unable to
compose bitmaps indicating the missing packets and
thus the retransmissions cannot be done.
3.2.3. ADVs in structured protocols
ADVs are used for neighbor discovery and data
declaration in structureless protocols.
Figure 3 shows the typical transmission slot in the
current structured dissemination. In each slot, the
sender node always transmits an ADV message first
to claim which pages it can provide, then the receiver
replies an REQ message for requesting the packets in
need.
When in structured protocols, each node has fixed
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Figure 4: State transition of ULTRA.
parent node and the neighbor discovery is no longer
necessary. Also, during a page transmission, there is
no need for page declaration either. Considering the
limited benefits, and considerable transmission, delay
and contention overhead incurred by ADVs in each
slot, we argue that the ADVs should be eliminated and
the reliability should be carefully re-designed for the
Transmission-Request paradigm.
3.2.4. Summary
From the above analysis, we can identify two key
designing opportunities. First, the slot is not fully
utilized in the existing protocols, both in terms of
single hop page propagation and multi-hop propagation.
Second, the ADVs brings few benefits to the perfor-
mance but incurs considerable transmission and delay
overhead. To fully exploit the transmission slot and
enhance the propagation, our key idea to enable out-
of-order transmissions, i.e., a node can transmit packets
as many as possible to its downstream nodes and these
packets are not required to be within the same data
page. When there are not enough packets for a full-
slot transmission, we use network coding to fill the slot,
which is expected to recover the packet errors without
retransmissions. Besides, we would like to eliminate the
ADV messages and carefully design the transmission
and bitmaps in REQs.
4. Main Design of ULTRA
In this section, we present the design of ULTRA. We
first give the high level overview and then present each
building block of ULTRA in detail.
4.1. System overview
Figure 4 shows the state transitions of ULTRA. When
the structure is established, each node operates in RX-
TX-SLEEP modes. Figure 5 shows the multi-hop
pipelining with ULTRA. The green parts denote differ-
ences from the existing page-by-page transmission.
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Figure 5: Structured data propagation with ULTRA. The green parts
denotes the difference from the page-by-page transmission.
ULTRA starts with an INIT message, informing the
network nodes about the start of the dissemination. The
INIT message contains the object size So and slot length
(denoted as the number of transmissions within one
slot, n). The slot length is obtained by the slot length
optimization scheme (Section 4.4). After receiving the
INIT message, each network node allocates two local
bitmaps with dSo/8e bytes to indicate the packet to
receive and the packets to send. When all packets
are received at all network nodes, the dissemination is
finished.
After the initiation, ULTRA starts working in the
“transmission-request” paradigm. In a TX slot, a node
first composes n packets for a full-slot transmission
using the out-of-order packet batching scheme (Section
4.2). The packets that are requested by more receivers
are prioritized so that the transmission can be more
beneficial (Section 4.2). Each packet is added with a
slot sequence to mark its position in the current slot.
The sequence is used for its receivers to identify missing
packets. Then after n transmissions, the node waits
for the REQ messages and updates its packets-to-send
bitmap using the received bitmaps. When there are not
enough packets for a full slot, ULTRA adaptively adds
XOR encoded packets to fill up the slot (Section 4.3).
During the RX slot, a node receives the out-of-order
data packets and records the missing packets in the
current batch, using the slot sequence in each packet.
At the end of the RX slot, the node transmits the bitmap
back to its sender in REQ messages.
The above process repeats until the whole data object
is received by all receivers.
4.2. Packet prioritization and out-of-order transmis-
sion
We enable the out-of-order transmissions, and trans-
mit n packets in each slot. To maximize the propagation
benefits of each slot transmission, the first n most
“beneficial” packets are always chosen for transmission.
The benefits of the packets are denoted as the utilities,
i.e., how many receivers have not received the packets.
The higher the packet’s utility, the more beneficial it
would be to transmit the packet. For example, a packet
with utility=2 is more beneficial then a packet with
utility=1, and should be prioritized for transmission.
Therefore, we record the utilities for each packet at
the sender side, and prioritize the packets with higher
utilities. When composing the packets to send during a
slot, the sender picks the first n packets according to the
utilities.
It is possible that there are not enough native packets
for a full slot transmission. Under such situation, we
use XOR coded packets to utilize a full slot (Section
4.3). These coded packets can possibly recover missing
packets without retransmissions.
Reliability for out-of-order transmission. In the
three way handshake, each receiver is receiving packets
in the same page. Therefore it is easy to identify which
packets are lost at different receivers.
However, when the transmissions are out of order,
the receivers are unaware of which packets have been
sent by the sender, and thereby cannot identify which
packets have been lost in the current slot.
To deal with this problem, we add a slot sequence
number in each packet, indicating the index in the
current transmission round. The receivers can identify
which packets are lost in the current slot, and then
reply the bitmap back to the sender. The sender then
marks the bitmap’s corresponding positions as packets
for retransmission. It is worth noting that the slot
sequence is stored in the five reserved bits when n≤ 32,
thus incurring no extra overhead. When n> 32, several
bits overhead will be required in the payload.
Different from the traditional approaches, the missing
packets are not immediately transmitted. The reason
is that the missing packets are no longer useful for all
receivers, and the packets which have never been sent
are more beneficial. The retransmission follows the
utility based transmission.
4.3. Bursty encoding
When there are not enough native packets, we
add coded packets to fill up a full slot. Several
existing network coding approaches use fountain code
[27, 34, 35] or random linear code [26] for error
recovery. However, these approaches often need
Gaussian Elimination, which is time consuming for
the resource constrained wireless embedded devices.
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Figure 6: The bursty XOR encoding.
For example, the decoding of 20 random linear coded
packets will require ∼100ms for decoding in the
MSP430 platform.
In this subsection, we aim to design a novel coding
scheme which is lightweight as well as capable of
forward error recovery, exploiting the link burtiness
opportunities.
4.3.1. Link burstiness
Many recent works [36, 37, 38] have observed that
the packet errors are most likely to be bursty, i.e.,
the erroneous packets are often consecutive. As the
key of network coding is to generate the non-linear
combinations of the native packets, the consecutiveness
poses new chance for lightweight error recovery code.
The key for error recovery is to combine the erro-
neous packets into different encoded packets, such that
these packets can be decoded by XOR the encoded
packet and the combined native packets. Figure 6 shows
the typical bursty packet errors, where three packets are
corrupted in a row. If we can distribute the packet errors
into three different encoded packets, then they can be
recovered. However, the challenge is that the sender
can never know which packets will be corrupted before
transmission.
4.3.2. Modulo encoding
We exploit the burstiness and propose a modulo
encoding approach. Our key insight is that although
we cannot know which packets are corrupted, we know
that they are most likely consecutive. Therefore, if we
can estimate the number of packet corruptions, It is
possible to use the modulo operation to separate the
packet errors. We explain the modulo encoding as
follows.
Suppose the packet reception probability is p, and m
native packets are transmitted in an n-packet slot. We
can expect m(1− p) consecutive native packet losses,
and the goal of the encoded packets is to recover these
m(1− p) packets.
We pick one native packet every batch of m(1− p)
packets for XOR coding, such that all packet errors will
be in different XOR encoded packets. Therefore, the
missing packet can be decoded by the XOR operation
of the encoded packet and other combined received
packets. More formally, each encoded packet in a slot
is obtained by:
Ei =
⊕
k%Ne=i
pk,k ∈ [0,Np−1] (1)
where Ei denotes the ith encoded packet, pk denotes
the kth native packet, Np denotes the number of native
packets in the current slot, and Ne denotes the number
of encoded packets in the current slot.
Consider the example shown in Figure 7, there are
15 native packets left for a 20-packets slot. The link
quality is 0.8, and there are 3 consecutive missing
packets expected. Then we add the five packets using
modulo-5 XOR coding. The three corrupted packets are
effectively distributed into different encoded packets,
such that the receivers can recover all the three packets
by the XOR operation of the encoded packets and the
combined native packets.
When the number of encoded packets is larger than
the number of native packets, the above coding will not
work well. However, under such case, it means that the
slot allows for retransmission of all the native packets.
And the room for encoded packets can be filled up by
the native packets.
4.4. Slot length optimization
The slot length is of paramount importance for
reducing the dissemination delay. Considering the
case where each slot is long enough to transmit the
whole data object, the negotiation delay is minimized
since each node is required to reply REQs only once.
However, no pipelining will be exploited in such a case
and the propagation delay is likely to increase. From the
above case, it can be inferred that: When the slot length
increases, the negotiation delay is likely to decrease and
the propagation delay is likely to increase. When the
slot length decreases, the negotiation delay is likely to
increase but the propagation delay is likely to decrease.
To achieve a good trade-off between the negotiation
delay and the propagation delay, we model the rela-
tionship between slot length and the end-to-end delay
performance. Then we can obtain the optimized slot
length for ULTRA.
We assume to disseminate a data object containing N
packets to a h-hop network. The slot length is denoted
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Figure 7: Illustration of ULTRA transmission: Node S tends to transmit an eight-packet object to two receivers R1 and R2, and four packets can be
transmitted at most in one slot.
by the packet batch size n, which can be transmitted in
one slot. Then the expected delay can be estimated by:
Doverall = D f irstArr+Dprop (2)
where D f irstArr denotes the delay when the first batch
of packets arrive at the last hop and Dprop denotes the
propagation delay of the remaining batches. D f irstArr is
given by:
D f irstArr = hτ
n
q
(3)
where τ denotes the transmission time of a single
packet, q denotes the averaged link quality and nq
denotes the expected transmissions for a batch.
Considering the multi-hop pipelining (Figure 5),
when the first batch of packets arrive at the hth hop
nodes, the second batch is propagated to the hop h−3.
Dprop is given by:
Dprop = 3 · nq (
N
n
−1) (4)
Combining Eqs.(2∼4), we can calculate the expected
dissemination delay using the slot length n. The
optimized slot length n can be obtained by solving the
following equation.
D′overall(n) = 0 (5)
4.5. Integration of all components
We use Figure 7 to show how ULTRA disseminates
an eight-packet object in the same settings with Figure
1. Recall that there are one sender S and two receivers
R1 and R2. S tends to transmit an eight-packet object to
R1 and R2. The slot is set as the transmission time of
four packets. In the first TX slot of node S, it transmits
packets 1-4, and the receivers reply the REQ messages
indicating the missing packets. In the second TX slot
of node S, after updating the utility of each packet,
S picks the four packets with the most utilities (i.e.,
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Figure 8: The testbed.
packets 5-8 with utility=2) for transmission. R1 and R2
identify the missing packets using the in-slot sequences,
and reply the bitmaps. In the third TX slot, although
there are no four consecutive packets for transmission,
S still picks four out-of-order packets to fully utilize
the slot. Packet 6 is firstly picked because it has the
highest utility (2), and packets 2,3 and 5 with utility=1
are then picked to compose a four-packet batch. In the
fourth slot, there are only three packets (2,3,6) which are
not received by at least one receivers. We pick all the
three remaining packets, and add up a XORed packet
X (X=2⊕3⊕6) for a full-slot batch transmission. After
the transmission, receiver R2 still loses packet 6, but
can effectively recover packet 6 by XORing packets X,
2 and 3.
Compared to the page-by-page transmission [13, 14]
(shown in Figure 1), ULTRA disseminates the whole
data object in only four slots, while eight slots are used
by the page-by-page scheme. The improvement comes
from the out-of-order transmission and the XOR coding.
4.6. Discussion on the coding design
One concern is that why not directly using network
coding to fully utilize the slots? We discuss this
question by comparing our scheme with the network
coding based approach as follows.
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Figure 9: The testbed results.
When using network coding, a node can encode
and forward packets only when it has received and
decoded the native packets. This prevents the out-of-
order transmission because of the coding limitations,
As a result, each node should encode and transmit
the packets within one page and can start transmitting
the next page only when the current page is decoded
by its receivers. Although the slots are full of trans-
missions, the data information comes from only one
page. Besides, the existing network coding schemes
are often time consuming, especially in low-power
resource constrained devices. Considering that a node
can forward packets only when it decodes the current
packets, the decoding delay directly adds to the overall
dissemination delay.
ULTRA differs from the network coding based
approach in two important ways. First, ULTRA
transmits a full-slot sized new native data packets in
each slot. The receivers are always receiving new data
instead of redundancy. Second, ULTRA has almost no
decoding overhead. Different from the existing network
coding approaches, ULTRA uses simple XOR codes
to fill up the slot when there are not enough native
packets for a slot. The decoding is highly lightweight
and effective for bursty packet errors. When under non-
bursty scenarios, it is possible for ULTRA to switch
to more general fountain codes. We will study the
lightweight implementation and adoption of fountain
codes in our future work.
5. Performance Evaluation and Analysis
In this section, we conduct testbed and simulation
experiments to study the performance of ULTRA, in
comparison with the state-of-the-art work CoCo [14].
After the testbed study, we tune the link quality in
the TOSSIM simulation to study ULTRA’s performance
under different network conditions.
5.1. Methodology
We implement ULTRA in a testbed consisting of 16
TelosB nodes. Figure 8(a) shows the topology of the
network and the link quality distributions. The radio
power is set to the lowest level (-32.5dBm) to form a 4-
hop network. Node 0 is the sink node, and disseminate
a data object of 40KB to all network nodes. The
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of pairwise link
qualities is shown in Figure 8(b). We can see that there
are about 30% poor links (packet reception rate < 0.6),
45% intermediate links (packet reception rate between
0.6 and 0.8) and 25% good links (packet reception rate
> 0.8).
We choose the state-of-the-art work CoCo [14] for
comparison. Both CoCo and ULTRA are structured
protocols where each node works in the RX-TX-SLEEP
cycle. The main difference of ULTRA from CoCo is the
transmission mechanism.
• In CoCo, the data object is divided into pages
and propagated in a page-by-page manner, i.e.,
packets in page n+1 can be transmitted only when
all packets in page n have been received by the
receiver. This will lead to that some TX slots are
not fully utilized.
• In ULTRA, the packets to be transmitted in one
slot is not restricted in one page. When there are
not enough packets for a full slot transmission,
redundant encoded packets will be added to fully
utilize the TX slots.
For a fair comparison with CoCo, we set the same
slot length and packet payload size with CoCo in
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ULTRA, i.e., 23 bytes and the one-page-transmission
time (transmitting 48 packets) with the same underlying
structures.
Two key metrics are considered: the dissemination
delay and the number of transmissions. We also study
the performance in terms of the transmission rounds, in
order to analyze the performance variations.
When a node has received all the 40KB data, it
broadcasts a Report message to report the finish of
the dissemination. We place a sniffer node near the
network and overhear the report messages to record
the dissemination performance. We compare the total
packet transmissions and the dissemination completion
time, where the completion time denotes the duration
from the sink starts transmission to the moment all
nodes receive the entire data object.
5.2. Testbed experiments
Comparison with CoCo.
Figure 9(a) compares ULTRA and CoCo in terms of
the dissemination delay. We can see that compared to
CoCo, ULTRA greatly reduces the dissemination delay
by 34.8%. The reason is that in ULTRA, each slot is
fully utilized, and the data object is pumped into the
network as soon as possible.
Figure 9(b) compares ULTRA and CoCo in terms of
the dissemination rounds. We can see that the number of
the transmission rounds are greatly reduced. The reason
is straightforward. Since there are more transmissions
in each slot, the total number of slots is expected to
decrease. This also explains why ULTRA can greatly
reduce the dissemination delay.
Figure 9(c) compares ULTRA and CoCo in terms of
the number of transmissions. This result is interesting
as ULTRA actually experiences more transmissions
than CoCo. Since both protocols eventually transmit
the whole data object, ULTRA adds some encoded
packets during the propagation, thus incurring more
transmissions. However, we argue that more trans-
missions do not necessarily lead to significantly more
energy consumption because the energy consumption in
wireless embedded devices is dominated by the radio-on
time [39, 40]. The energy consumption of idle listening
and packet transmissions are similar.
ULTRA adds additional XORed packets to fully
utilize the TX slot. Therefore, ULTRA achieves
a higher number of transmissions than CoCo. It
is worth noting considering the energy consumption
is dominated by the radio-on time, the additional
transmissions incur little extra energy consumption. On
the other hand, the decrease in delay can save much
energy consumption compared with CoCo.
Table 1: Comparison with Deluge
Density
Improvements
transmission delay
2 3.02% 11.32%
4 1.41% 20.75%
6 -4.43% 35.82%
8 -11.58% 47.69%
Comparison with Deluge.
We further compare the transmission and delay
performance of ULTRA and a typical unstructured
dissemination protocol Deluge [18], in terms of trans-
mission and delay performance. Table 1 shows the
evaluation results. The network density denotes the
average number of neighboring nodes for each node.
The transmission count and delay denote the average
transmission count and delay during the dissemination
process. We can see that, 1) ULTRA achieves better
delay performance than Deluge, especially in dense
networks. The reason is that Deluge requires negotia-
tion (three-way handshake) for each page transmission,
while ULTRA can transmit packets in an out-of-order
manner. Therefore, ULTRA is expected to propagate
data pages faster than Deluge. Specifically, when in
dense networks, the negotiation will incur considerable
delay and transmission overhead, which leads to more
performance improvement of ULTRA than Deluge; 2)
ULTRA transmits similar amount of packets compared
with Deluge. The reason is that although ULTRA is
expected to transmit fewer packets, it actively adds
encoded packets in each batch of transmissions.
5.3. Simulation results
We take a step forward to investigate how ULTRA
performs under various network conditions. We tune
the link quality and study in which conditions ULTRA is
more/less superior than the existing approaches. Figure
10(a) compares ULTRA and CoCo in terms of the
dissemination delay. We can see that when the links are
perfect, ULTRA slightly outperforms CoCo. The reason
is that there are no packet losses under such situation,
and CoCo also transmits full slots. However, since
CoCo transmits ADVs in each slot, its performance is
worse than ULTRA. It is worth noting that ULTRA
transmits extra slot sequences in each packet, which
adds the transmission overhead. However, these bytes
are embedded in the packet headers and no extra
channel back-offs will be required. Thus the slot
sequences do not add the overall dissemination delay.
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Figure 10: The simulation results.
When links become worse, ULTRA performs better
than CoCo because the utilization of each slot will
decrease in CoCo when the link quality becomes worse.
As a result, the propagation speed of CoCo becomes
more and more slow as links become worse. Differently,
ULTRA sill fully utilizes the slots, and pumps new data
into the network as soon as possible. Its performance
degradation is much less than that of CoCo.
Figure 10(b) compares ULTRA and CoCo in terms
of the number of transmission rounds. We can get the
observations similar to the dissemination delay. We can
also infer that the dissemination delay is highly affected
by the number of transmission rounds. The out-of-order
transmission can effectively reduce the transmission
rounds, as compared to the traditional page-by-page
transmission.
Figure 10(c) compares ULTRA and CoCo in terms
of the number of transmissions. We can see that
when the link quality becomes worse, the number
of transmissions of ULTRA increases. The reason
is that when links become worse, more and more
encoded packets will be made up to compose a full
slot transmission. Since there will be no transmissions
when there are not enough native packets in CoCo,
these encoded packets in ULTRA directly add up to the
overall number of transmissions. Therefore, although
the dissemination delay is reduced, the transmission
count increase. Recall that the number of slots
dominate the energy consumptions, since the energy
consumptions of idle listening and packet transmission
are similar when the radio is in “ON” state. And
the radio “ON” time is determined by the number
of transmission rounds, with which ULTRA performs
better than the existing protocols.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the problem of structured
bulk data dissemination in WENS and propose a full-
slot reliable transmission mechanism (ULTRA) that can
fully exploit the benefits of the established structures.
Compared to the three-way handshake mechanism,
ULTRA requires only one round negotiation and can
fully exploit each transmission slot. Besides, the slot
length is optimized for fast data dissemination. We
conduct both testbed and simulation experiments to
study the performance of ULTRA. The results show
that, although ULTRA may transmit more packets
than the state-of-the-art protocol, it greatly reduces the
completion time, which is the key metric for bulk data
dissemination.
Since another potential of the structured protocol is
for multi-channel communications, our future direc-
tions lie in optimizing the slot length and slot coordi-
nation for multi-channel enabled network systems.
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